Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC), computational levels of scalar multiplication contains three levels: scalar arithmetic, point arithmetic and field arithmetic. To achieve an efficient ECC performance, precomputed points help to realize a faster computation, which takes away the need to repeat the addition process every time. This paper introduces new quintupling point (5P) formulas which can be precomputed once and can be reused at the scalar multiplication level. We considered mixed addition in Affine and Lŏpez-Dahab since the mixed addition computation cost is better than the traditional addition in Lŏpez-Dahab coordinates over binary curve. Two formulas are introduced for the point quintupling which and , the cost of the two formulas are and respectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
Elliptic curves cryptosystem (ECC) was proposed by Neal Koblitz and Victor Miller independently in 1985 for the publickey cryptographic system [1] . Similar to other public key cryptographic algorithms, elliptic curve cryptosystem deploys a public key and private key. The public key is used for encryption to provide data confidentiality during communication. ECC is implemented in smart card because of its smaller key size and less computational complexity relative to RSA cryptosystem [2] and [3] . This makes it attractive and suitable for such applications [4] .
Working on ECC, scalar multiplication contains three levels of computation such as scalar arithmetic, point arithmetic and field arithmetic [5] as shown in Fig. 1 . Scalar arithmetic is to find the value of P=P+P+…+P ( times) where is binary. Point arithmetic contains the operations on the point in ECC such as doubling and addition. Finally, field arithmetic contains the operations to calculate the scalar multiplication such as addition, squaring, multiplication and inverse in the field.
Point arithmetic layer is the operations on the point in ECC. Precomputed points help to realize a faster computation which takes away the need to repeat the addition process every time [6] . The operations comprise of point addition (Q+P), point doubling (2P), point tripling (3P), point quadrupling (4P), point quintupling (5P), point septupling (7P) and so on.
Different precomputed quintupling point 5P have been proposed in different coordinates over different curves. A new 5P is proposed by [7] for Jacobian coordinates over prime field where the coefficient in the general equation , the cost of the proposed point is , where and are multiplication and squaring respectively. This point over the same coordinate, condition and curve has been improved. In [8] , they optimized formula is of the cost . Recently, two optimized formula are proposed for the previous point in [9] and [10] , where the cost of the formulas are and respectively.
Over Edward curve in the prime field, different point quintupling 5P formulas are proposed. In [11] , the authors proposed a formula of the cost . This formula is improved by [10] with cost of . On the other hand, over the binary field, a new point quintupling is proposed using λ projective coordinate by [12] , with the cost of , the authors had shown up that there is no point quintupling 5P formula for the general binary curve in López-Dahab (LD) coordinate.
The contributions of this paper are as follows: Two point arithmetic formulas for López-Dahab coordinate are proposed over the general binary curve using mixed addition and doubling [13] method. The first point is of form (Tripling addition to doubling) of cost . An enhancement to this point is proposed using the form (Doubling doubling addition to point) of cost . The two formulas are validation proved.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the related work, while Section 3 introduces the proposed algorithms, cost analysis and the validation proof. While, conclusion and future works are presented in Section 4. www.ijacsa.thesai.org 
II. RELATED WORKS
General binary curve (short Weierstrass curve) as follows [14] : (1) where the projective point and defined over LD projective coordinates has the equation:
Point addition for LD first proposed by [15] as in Algorithm 1 of costs .
Algorithm 1: The projective form of two points adding formula in LD coordinate where is:
For the special case where , this formula can be improved as:
To reduce the cost of point arithmetic, a formula involving parameters such as , , , … amongst others can be used to calculate the parameters , , and .
This formula has been improved by [16] where the authors reduced the cost to be using the formula as in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: The projective form of two points adding formula in LD coordinate where is:
A new formula for point addition using mixed addition in affine LD coordinate is proposed by [13] , with cost of as shown in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3:
The projective form of two points and adding formula where such that , is in affine and is in LD coordinate is given as: Doubling of point P is the operation of adding the point to itself as . Over LD coordinate, the first doubling formula is proposed by [15] with cost of as presented in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4: The projective form of point doubling formula in LD coordinates where is given as:
The projective form of point doubling formula in LD coordinate given in Definition 4 is modified by [17] , by adding one field addition while reducing one field squaring, so the total cost of the improved formula is as presented in Algorithm 5.
Algorithm 5: The projective form of point doubling formula in LD coordinate system is given as:
The operation of adding a point to itself three times is a point tripling, such that . Tripling point can also take the form of the addition of a point with a point doubling such that . The lowest cost point tripling over LD coordinate is proposed by [18] , as shown in Algorithm 6, the cost of the tripling formula is , where addition operation is neglected since it has the cheapest field arithmetic cost [19] . • Field Arithmatic www.ijacsa.thesai.org Algorithm 6: The point is tripling for where has the formula as:
The point is doubling for where [17] : The point is tripling
Let then:
(Neglected)
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHMS
This paper aims to propose a new quintupling point 5P over general binary curve (short Weierstrass curve) which is given by (1) using LD coordinate. Two forms can be used to formulate the quintupling point 5P, which are and . For both cases, point doubling and point addition are required. For point doubling, the minimal form is as mentioned in Algorithm 5. While for point addition, a mixed addition formula using the affine and LD coordinate proposed in Algorithm 3 is usually deployed since the mixed addition is much faster [17] .
The first quintupling point formula will be introduced using the formula , which require three operations, point tripling with mixed addition to point doubling. According to [12] , the lowest tripling point 3P cost is the formula given in Algorithm 6. The proposed 5P formula is as presented in Algorithm 7.
Algorithm 7: New point quintupling of the form for general binary curve using LD coordinate.
Let be a point on the curve on the LD coordinate system, then the point and . The 5P formula is given as:
The point is the doubling for where:
The point is tripling for where:
The Point is equivalent to the form using mixed addition:
By counting the number of multiplication and squaring, the total cost of the formula 5P is . This new point will be proven as valid using the approach [13] and [18] provided in Lemma 1.
Lemma 1: The proposed point 5P of form is valid.
Proof:
Affine coordinate is used to prove the formula. Adding two points in affine coordinate should satisfy the equations:
⁄ Using Algorithm 7, it needs to be proven that and , the process is:
While the second quintupling formula will use the form of , which requires three algebraic operations, i.e. two doubling and one addition, the new formula is as presented in Algorithm 8. Let be a point on the curve on the LD coordinate system, then the point and . The 5P formula is given as:
The point is doubling for where:
Let
, then:
By counting the number of multiplication and squaring in the previous formula, the total cost of the formula 5P is . As in the previous formula, the new point will be proven as valid as in Lemma 2. Vol. 10, No. 7, 2019 401 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org
The cost of the first formula where is , while for the form , the cost is . The first formula has a high cost, since it uses four operations, for tripling we should doubling for the point then adding it to the point, i.e. then doubling the point and finally adding them together, or , which means two doubling and two addition. While for the formula , we have three operations, which are two doubling and one addition only. So, the preferred formula is . The new point formula could not be compared to other point quintupling, since it is the first proposed point for the elliptic curve over binary curve using LD coordinates.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
Two new quintupling points are introduced over general binary curve using Lŏpez-Dahab coordinate. Two formulas where used, (Tripling adding to doubling) and (Doubling of doubling adding to point). The cost of the two formulas are and respectively. Therefore, the preferred formula is with lowest cost. Using mathematical proofing, these two points are proved as valid. This point can be implemented at scalar multiplication level using different scalar method. For example, for -NAF method where , or with the precomputed quintupling point will save the time and memory at scalar multiplication level in ECC.
This point can be improved using different techniques and coordinate. A higher point also can be implemented such as point septupling 7P and nonupling 9P. 
